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Abstract— The ultimate goal of labelling a Quranic verse is to determine its corresponding theme. However, the existing Quranic
verse labelling approach is primarily depending on the availability of Quranic scholars who have expertise in Arabic language and
Tafseer. In this paper, we propose to automate the labelling task of the Quranic verse using text classification algorithms. We applied
three text classification algorithms namely, k-Nearest Neighbour, Support Vector Machine, and Naïve Bayes in automating the
labelling procedure. In our experiment with the classification algorithms English translation of the verses are presented as features.
The English translation of the verses are then classified as “Shahadah” (the first pillar of Islam) or “Pray” (the second pillar of
Islam). It is found that all of the text classification algorithms are capable to achieve more than 70% accuracy in labelling the Quranic
verses.
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Islam by renowned Muslim scholars such as Ali [17] in
English, Hatta [18] in Bahasa Melayu, and Ma Jian [19] in
Chinese. However, reading the translations alone may not be
easily understood without knowledge sharing from the
scholars or experts. The experts are required to be available
to justify issues such as the purpose of the verse, the
relationship of the verses with the pillars of Islam, and the
application of the verse in daily routine. The knowledge is
currently recorded in various forms such as labelling the
verses some keyword themes prepared manually by the
Quran experts.
This study focuses on applying text classification
algorithms to automatically label the Quranic verses into two
pre-defined categories, which are ‘shahadah’ and ‘prayers’.
‘Shahadah’ is the Muslim profession of faith (“there is no
God but Allah, and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah”).
Both ‘shahadah’ and ‘prayers’ (more specifically praying
five times a day) are the first and second pillars of Islam [20],
respectively.
The Quran has about 78,000 words grouped into verses,
chapters, quarters, parts etc., by the religious scholars.
Within these words (or verses) are messages from the
Almighty God. These divine messages could be on issues
related to ‘iman’ (Faith), ‘tawheed’ (Oneness of Allah),
‘seerah’ (Stories of previous nations), ‘ibadah’ (Worship),
‘akhlaq’ (Virtues) and many other possible classifications

I. INTRODUCTION
The existence of textual data, be it in offline or online
forms, have provided us mass amount of information, which
eventually leads to information overload phenomenon [1].
Due to the information overload phenomenon, the study in
automated text classification has drawn researchers [2], [3],
[4] from many artificial intelligence areas. Text
classification is a problem of automatically assigning
predefined class membership to unlabelled textual
documents [5]. Text classification has been studied to
minimize the problem of information overload phenomenon
in various problem domains, including news categorization
[6], [7], web searching [8], medical document indexing [9],
[10], email filtering [11], [12], and sentiment analysis [13],
[14].
The information overload phenomenon is also present in
understanding content of the Holy Quran [15]. The Holy
Quran is the Word of the Almighty God conveying messages
to mankind. Although, originally revealed in the Arabic
language, due to the massive expansion of Islam for many
centuries from the Arabian lands to the entire earth, religious
scholars, exegetes, readers of the Quran, and intellectuals
have focused on the Quranic study with large scholarly
works being produced till date [16]. Translations of the
Quran are essentially the interpretations of the scripture of
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for better understanding. Many scholarly works of the Quran
have been produced over the years. However, in order to
reduce the absolute dependency on individual human experts
for determining the related issue, there is a need to automate
such issue labelling task using the Quranic translations. In
this study, features (or keywords) are analysed from multiple
Quran translations in English language by Ali [17], Shakir
[21], and Pickthal [17] among others. These features are
termed as group-based features as the feature set obtained is
a result of analysing the features from the three translations
as a whole.
Compare to other textual data, there are very few studies
in the classification of Quranic verses based on the English
translation [22], [23]. Most researches focus on classification
of Quranic verses in Arabic [24], [25], [26], [27].
Hassan et al. [28] implemented a k-Nearest Neighbor
(kNN) algorithm to classify the Holy Quran Tafseer verses
into predefined categories. To achieve this task, a database
of 1000 verses of the Quran was divided into two document
sets with the training set consists of 800 verses and the test
set consist of 200 verses. Seven predefined categories of the
Tafseer texts were chosen (Marriage, Inheritance, Pray,
Zakat, Respecting Parents, Halal, and Jihad) after
transforming from Arabic to Malay language. The results
were evaluated based on Precision and Recall metrics with
‘marriage’ category has the highest recall value of 0.9 and
‘inheritance’ has the lowest recall value of 0.74.
The research work in [25] employed data mining
techniques to provide statistical information of analysis on
Arabic Quranic verses. The dataset used in the experiment
was obtained from Tanzil project website consisting of 114
chapters, 30 parts, 60 groups, 240 hizb-quarter, and 6236
verse. They based their experiments on Term matrices for
two selected partitioning methods: Chapters and Parts. From
the 114 chapters, they worked on 29 chapters using J48
algorithm. The result for the classiffication of the surahs into
Madani, Makki or both showed 73.33% correctly classified
instances and 26.66% incorrectly classified instances.
Al-Kabi et al. [29] focused on the automatic classification
of the Islam prophet sayings (Hadith) into five predefined
categories (classes) namely: Ablution (Wudu’), Fasting,
Almsgiving (Zakat), Prayers, and Call to Prayers (Adhaan).
Four algorithms (Naive Bayes, Bagging, SVM, LogiBoost)
were employed for the classificatiuon task. A dataset of 793
sayings (Hadith) were extracted and used from Sahih
Bukhari (one of the two most authentic books of hadith).
Classifying hadith is not deterministic due to its structure.
Each hadith has two parts (sanad and matn) as well as three
sections (quote, action, and report). The dataset was reduced
to 474 hadith by filtering out the Quotes section of the
sayings manually from the five predefined classes. Accuracy,
Recall, Precision, and F-measure evaluation metrics were
employed with NB algorithm scored highest with Accuracy
rate (56.6038%) and Error rate (43.3962%).
In [26], the work focused on the review of Quranic web
portals and their predictions using data mining tools such as
Oracle Data Miner (ODM), Weka, SPSS. The dataset was
obtained from Alexa’s web information company, a part of
Amazon.com company that provides website analytics for all
websites counting wise. The specific objective of the
research was on studying the access pattern of some
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websites region wise using classification based data mining
tools. The results from the four selected websites (quran.com,
islamicity.com, quranexplore.com, tanzil.net) showed the
web portal (islamicity.com) had the highest AUC value of
0.69 and Accuracy of 0.87 while the portal (tanzil.net) had
the lowest AUC of 0.37 and Accuracy of 0.81.
Akour et al. [24] centered the research work on evaluating
similarity of text and documents in Arabic language based
on the Holy Quran. Verses of the Quran were used as queries
to search for and evaluate similarity. The Measuring Quranic
Verses Similarity and Sura Classification (MQVC) approach
was employed for retrieving the most similar verses in
comparison with a user input verse as a query. The dataset
consists of over 2000 verses from the Quran. They applied
the MQVC approach randomly on 70 of the 114 chapters of
the Holy Quran. The experiment was performed using Ngram technique as well as Machine learning algorithm
(LibSVM classifier) for classifying the selected Quran
chapters into Makki and Madani chapters. The result
recorded the highest precision value of 95% (for chapters
17,32,42) and the lowest precision value of 80% (for
chapters 5,13,14,63).
Al-Kabi et al. [30] worked on the classification of
different Quranic verses (ayaat) according to their topics
using four different classification algorithms (Decision tree,
kNN, SVM, NB) with the aim of evaluating their
effectiveness. To achieve this, they identified three distinct
predefined categories (ignorant of religion; oneness of God;
penalty of Apostates). A total number of 1,227 Ayats (verses)
were used out of the entire 6,236 Ayats of the Holy Quran to
train and evaluate the selected classifiers. Preprocessing
phase was performed on the dataset as well as six
performance metrics were used to evaluate: True positive
(TP), False positive (FP), Precision (P), Recall (R), Fmeasure (F1), and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC).
The results show Naive Bayes (NB) scored highest
(99.9099% Accuracy) and error rate value (0.0901%) while
J48 Decision tree scored lowest (99.5946% Accuracy) and
error rate (0.4054%).
Another major challenge in the Quranic verse
classification is the high dimensionality of the feature space.
Similar to other source documents which are in English, the
feature space is comprised of unique words or phrases that
occur in the English translated documents, which can be in
the count of tens or hundreds of terms. This is prohibitively
high for training a classifier. It is then highly desirable to
reduce the number of features without sacrificing the
classification accuracy of the verses. To do this, there are
two possible approach [31]; the ranking features approach
and the subset selection approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents the methodology with the description on
the dataset, classification experiment as well as the
evaluation metrics, Section III reports the experiment results,
and finally Section IV concludes with some directions for
future work.

corresponded to the class ‘shahadah’ and ‘prayers’
respectively. These verses were randomly split using
percentage split into 60% training and 40% testing for the
two classes respectively. The dataset comprises of three
English language translations of the Quran written by Ali
[17], Shakir [21], and Pickthal [17]. Subsection B explains
the text preprocessing and feature representation.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
This study proposes an improved feature selection
approach (otherwise called group-based feature selection)
for automatic labelling of Quranic verses. Feature selection
is a process commonly used in machine learning to select
subset of features available in a data for application of a
learning algorithm [32]. Feature selection (FS) is essentially
a task of removing irrelevant and/or redundant features from
a dataset [31]. In [31], there are two ways used in selecting
the best features from a feature space. In this paper, the
feature ranking approach is chosen and will be further
explained in subsection C. The data used in this study is
obtained from the Rasm Uthmani Quran of Hatta [18] as
explained in subsection A. Figure 1 illustrates the framework
of the proposed GBFS approach employed in this study.
The results obtained from these feature selection
algorithms in the classification task are compared in order to
evaluate their significant influence on the classification
model.

B. Text Preprocessing
In normalizing the text data for the classification task, the
term weighting method was employed. To do this, the term
frequency (
) measure was used in calculating the
frequency of terms (or features) in the dataset. Term
frequency is usually denoted with integer 0 to N. In other
is defined as the number of
words, term frequency
times a given term t (word/token) appears in a document d
[33].
Mathematically, term frequency (
is shown in
equation 1 as:

A. Dataset
The dataset used in this preliminary study is comprised of
200 verses evenly selected from the index ‘Tawheed’ and
‘Solah’ of the Rasm Uthmani Quran of Hatta [18] which

(1)

Fig. 1 Proposed Group-Based Feature Selection Approach Framework

Fig. 2 Proposed Group-Based Feature Selection Approach Framework

The verses in the dataset are represented as vectors
comprising of group-based term counts, as opposed to the
standard term counts in Information Extraction. To obtain
the group-based term counts, the frequency of terms was
aggregated based on the natural group within the dataset.
Figure 2 shows the steps involved in obtaining the groupbased term counts and an example of the resulting vector
that represents a verse. The features (or keywords) of the
input verses gotten from Rasm Uthmani Quran of Hatta [18]

were automatically extracted by analyzing the frequency of
terms in each individual translation before the terms were
aggregated for group-based terms/frequency count. This
means, the approach was not only looking into presence and
absence of terms in a single translation, but instead counted
the frequency of the terms used throughout the three
translation documents, hence the group-based term count.
Eventually, the group-based term count is presented as a
feature vector.
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Fig. 2 Group-Based Term Counts for Quranic Text Classification

C. Feature Selection
Due to high level curse of dimensionality present in data
(of most interest text data), which often leads to problems
such as overfitting and performance degeneration of the
classifiers, the feature selection techniques are employed. As
stated in [31], there are two possible ways to feature
selection: the ranking features approach and subset selection
approach.
The ranking features approach ranks features according to
a certain criterion of the feature selection algorithms and the
top k features are selected while on the other hand, the
subset selection approach selects a minimum subset of
features without learning performance deterioration [31].
However, the subset selection approach such as the Wrapper
model has a major setback of high computational cost [34].
For this paper, we focused on the ranking features approach
(otherwise called Filter model).
The Filter model evaluates features independently of the
classification algorithms [35].
This makes the model computationally efficient. Among the
most commonly used algorithms in the Filter model family
are Pearson correlation coefficients (CFS), Chi-square, and
Information Gain (IG) [36]. In this study, the IG and CFS
algorithms are implemented with the aim of comparing the
effectiveness and impact of the algorithms on the classifiers.
Information Gain (IG) is one of the feature selection
methods used in measuring the dependence between features
and labels, thereafter then calculates the information gain
and the class labels as shown in
between the i-th feature
equation 2:

(3)

where
and
respectively.

is the entropy of
after observing .

Pearson correlation coefficient
correlation coefficient) is a method
strength of relationship between two
pair of variables and , the Pearson
is given in equation 3 as:

and

and

The value of lies between (-1,1) if and are linearly
dependent (i.e., correlated), and
= 0 if
and
are
independent (i.e., uncorrelated) [36]. Thus, to detect if
redundancy exist among features, a feature must be strongly
correlated to some other features [36].
The feature selection algorithms were implemented on
WEKA machine learning tool.
D. Classification Model
A growing number of data mining techniques have been
applied to text classification problem, including the Bayes
probabilistic approach [38], [39], decision trees [40], [41],
neural networks [42], [43], support vector machines (SVM)
[44], [45], [46], and k-nearest neighbor [47], [48]. In this
preliminary study, three conventional classification
algorithms [49]: nearest neighbor (k-NN), SVM, and naïve
bayes classifiers are implemented for the labeling task.
The k-NN classifier is an instance-based learning
algorithm that has shown to be very simple but effective for
text classification problem [50]. It is a non-parametric
method used in classification and works by calculating the
Euclidean distance between points [51]. In classifying a new
document , the algorithm ranks the document’s neighbors
in the training set, and then uses the class of k most similar
neighbors to predict the class of a new document (also
known as majority vote). The Euclidean distance is given in
equation 4 as:

(2)
where
entropy of

are the mean of variables

is the

(also called Linear
used to evaluate the
vectors [37]. Given a
correlation coefficient

(4)

where is the new point,
input attributes .
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is the existing point across all

The naïve bayes classifier greatly simplify learning by
assuming that features are independent given class and has
proven effective in many practical applications, including
text classification [52]. The classifier is a simple
probabilistic model based on the Bayes rule [53]. Given a
class , the probabilty of a particular document to belong
to is given in equation 5 as:
(5)

Fig. 3 CFS Feature Selection

SVM is one of the most widely used and applied
classification methods. It has been successfully applied to
many application domains. SVMs are typically used for
learning classification, regression, or ranking function [54].
The algorithm works by searching a seperating hyperplane to
seperate between samples with a maximal margin [55].
Equation 6 shows that a hyperplane is:
(6)
To classify an unseen document , the sign of
must be known [55]. This is further shown in equation 7 as:

Fig. 4 IG Feature Selection

or

(7)

For each classification algorithm, the percentage split of
60% for the training data and 40% for the test data in
training are used in evaluating the classifiers performances
respectively. The input to the classifier is a verse represented
by a vector of group-based term count. Meanwhile, the
output of the classifier is the class; ‘shahadah’ and ‘prayers’.
E. Evaluation Metrics
The objective of this study is to compare the significant
influence of the feature selection algorithms on the
classification process. The classification experiments were
set to measure the accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure, area
under the receiver operating characteristics curves (AUC),
and the ROC curves, across the selected feature selection
methods and algorithms on the classifiers. For a better
classification result, the AUC value must be closer to 1 [56].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In implementing the feature selection algorithms, one of
the basic steps is selecting a stopping criterion (also known
as threshold) [35]. In other to select the top k ranked features,
the threshold must be set. However, it is a very difficult task
in selecting a particular threshold for the features selection.
Due to this, we experimented ranges of threshold values
from 0-1 [49] in selecting the feature subsets as shown in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. It could be seen from the figures that
the subset selection of features from the features space
depends greatly on the threshold and also differ from one
feature selection algorithm to another.
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The CFS algorithm had its threshold set at 0.4 below
while the IG algorithm had its threshold from 0.1 downward
for significant features subset selection. The reduced subset
features are implemented and evaluated on the three
conventional classifiers: k-NN, NB, and SVM selected for
this work as shown in Table 1 to Table 6. The performances
of the feature selection algorithms on the classifiers are
measured in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure,
AUC, and ROC curves.
Table 1 shows the overall classification result when both
the CFS and IG feature selection algorithms are
implemented. The result obtained in Table 1 shows that at a
threshold of 0, the feature selection algorithms (CFS and IG)
had impact on the classifiers’ performances. The nearest
neighbor classifier had the highest AUC value of 0.88 while
the SVM had the least AUC value of 0.713. In Table 2 to
Table 6, the correlation-based (CFS) and information gain
(IG) algorithms had significant impacts on the classifiers.
The CFS algorithm had the highest AUC value of 0.863 at a
selected threshold of 0.1 using the naïve bayes classifier and
the lowest AUC value of 0.7 at a threshold of 0.4 evenly on
the three classifiers. The IG feature selection algorithm at the
selected threshold of 0.1 had the highest AUC value of 0.779
using the naïve bayes classification algorithm.
From Figure 4, IG Feature selection algorithm stopped at
0.1 threshold. Table 6 shows the classification result based
on the number of relevant features selected by the algorithm
at 0.1.

TABLE I
GENERAL CLASSIFICATION RESULT (for both CFS and IG FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHMS)
Classifiers

k-NN
SVM
NB

Total
Number of
Features
17
17
17

Selected
Number of
Features
17
17
17

Selected
Threshold

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

f-Measure

AUC

0.0
0.0
0.0

77.5%
71.25%
72.5%

0.786
0.714
0.734

0.775
0.713
0.725

0.773
0.712
0.722

0.880
0.713
0.816

TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION RESULT (for CFS FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHM)
Classifiers

k-NN
SVM
NB

Total
Number of
Features
17
17
17

Selected
Number of
Features
6
6
6

Selected
Threshold

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

f-Measure

AUC

0.1
0.1
0.1

76.25%
77.5%
71.25%

0.776
0.776
0.730

0.763
0.775
0.713

0.759
0.775
0.707

0.756
0.775
0.863

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION RESULT (for CFS FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHM)
Classifiers

k-NN
SVM
NB

Total
Number of
Features
17
17
17

Selected
Number of
Features
4
4
4

Selected
Threshold

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

f-Measure

AUC

0.2
0.2
0.2

76.25%
77.5%
71.25%

0.776
0.776
0.730

0.763
0.775
0.713

0.759
0.775
0.707

0.785
0.775
0.854

TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION RESULT (for CFS FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHM)
Classifiers

k-NN
SVM
NB

Total
Number of
Features
17
17
17

Selected
Number of
Features
2
2
2

Selected
Threshold

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

f-Measure

AUC

0.3
0.3
0.3

71.25%
73.75%
70%

0.713
0.741
0.813

0.713
0.738
0.700

0.712
0.736
0.670

0.748
0.738
0.779

TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION RESULT (for CFS FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHM)
Classifiers

k-NN
SVM
NB

Total
Number of
Features
17
17
17

Selected
Number of
Features
1
1
1

Selected
Threshold

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

f-Measure

AUC

0.4
0.4
0.4

70%
70%
70%

0.813
0.813
0.813

0.700
0.700
0.700

0.670
0.670
0.670

0.700
0.700
0.700

TABLE VI
CLASSIFICATION RESULT (for IG FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHM)
Classifiers

k-NN
SVM
NB

Total
Number of
Features
17
17
17

Selected
Number of
Features
2
2
2

Selected
Threshold

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

f-Measure

AUC

0.1
0.1
0.1

71.25%
73.75%
70%

0.713
0.741
0.813

0.713
0.738
0.700

0.712
0.736
0.670

0.748
0.738
0.779

The IG feature selection algorithm at the selected
threshold of 0.1 had the highest AUC value of 0.779 using
the naïve bayes classification algorithm.
The corresponding receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) curves of the classification results taking ‘shahadah’
as the positive class are shown in Figure 5 to Figure 10.

The result obtained in Table 1 shows that at a threshold of
0, the feature selection algorithms (CFS and IG) had impact
on the classifiers’ performances. The nearest neighbor
classifier had the highest AUC value of 0.88 while the SVM
had the least AUC value of 0.713. In Table 2 to Table 6, the
correlation-based (CFS) and information gain (IG)
algorithms had significant impacts on the classifiers. The
CFS algorithm had the highest AUC value of 0.863 at a
selected threshold of 0.1 using the naïve bayes classifier and
the lowest AUC value of 0.7 at a threshold of 0.4 evenly on
the three classifiers.
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Fig. 5 ROC curve for the general classification result (positive class =
‘shahadah’)

Fig. 10 ROC curve for IG algorithm at 0.1 threshold (positive class =
‘shahadah’)

IV. CONCLUSION
Classifying the Quranic verses into pre-defined categories
is an essential task in Quranic studies. In this paper, we
presented a feature selection approach to automatically label
Quranic verses in order to relate the verses with the five
pillars in Islam; the ‘Shahada’ (profession of faith), the
‘Solat’ (daily prayers), the ‘Zakat’ (alms giving), the ‘Saum’
(fasting during Ramadan), and the ‘Hajj’ (pilgrimage to
Mecca).
The proposed feature selection approach utilized groupbased term count to represent the features extracted from
three different Quranic translations. The approach adopted
two of the common feature selection algorithms to reduce
the feature space for 200 randomly selected verses based on
the manual index, limited to the first two pillars of Islam.
Finally, the k-NN, SVM, and NB classifiers were
implemented independently on the Feature selection
algorithms to determine class membership for each verse and
measure the results in terms of the area under the receiver
operating characteristics curve (AUC). The experimental
results have shown that the feature selection algorithms
employed in the proposed approach had significant impacts
on the classifiers implemented in the verse classification task.
The lower the selected threshold, the more effective the
features subset selection and the better the classifiers’
performances. Although, it should be noted that the nature of
the dataset determines the number of features to be used.
In conclusion, we hope to extend the proposed GBFS
approach in the classification of the entire Holy Quran
verses into labels as defined by the Quranic scholars. In
addition, this approach could also be implemented on the
Prophetic sayings (Hadith).

Fig. 6 ROC curve for CFS algorithm at 0.1 threshold (positive class =
‘shahadah’)

Fig. 7 ROC curve for CFS algorithm at 0.2 threshold (positive class =
‘shahadah’)

Fig. 8 ROC curve for CFS algorithm at 0.3 threshold (positive class =
‘shahadah’)
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